NANCY BROOKS BRODY

The measures and limits of time, light, and the body
are central to Nancy Brooks Brody’s work which spans
painting, drawing, and sculpture. Brody recuperates,
mends, and transforms objects that might go unnoticed
or ignored to seize ephemerality in sculptural forms.
Cement Shoes (2018, from a series beginning in 2003)
is a pair of black leather heels filled with concrete, their
weight imparting corporeal and social limitations, while
giving physical form to loss. Repossessed, they give
absence the space to be present.
West/South, 90° Line (2018-) is a twenty-foot horizontal line made of polychromatic lead embedded in the
gallery walls. Installed at the same height as it was at
the Beeler Gallery, where it formed a part of Midwest
Room (2018), at ICA the line wraps a corner to bend
and unbend space, mobilizing spatial relations in
time. West/South, 90° Line is an ongoing investigation
that takes measure of the architecture the work
occupies. The physiological and perceptual experience
it activates connects to Brody’s interest in the figure
and its abstracted form in space, as body memory and
memory body oscillate.
JOY EPISALLA

Joy Episalla pushes photography and the moving image
into the territory of sculpture, bearing witness to time
and history through de/constructions of things. Moving
between analog and digital processes, Episalla breaks
the logic of materiality and technologies to contest the
flatness of the photographic image. For foldtogram
(422.5 × 44 – August 2018) (2018) she manipulated a roll
of photographic paper through handling, light and heat
activation, and a “wrong order” of darkroom protocols.
The work demands to be installed in multiple ways—on
the wall or floor, flat or folded.

skins 1–5 (2001–18) is an evisceration of the artist’s
family sofa, stripped to sections of its upholstery
fabric. This sofa “carcass” had been sliced into five
parts, Removed (5 parts) (2001–2), which can be
arranged in numerous configurations. Episalla unravels
the furniture’s transformation across sculpture,
painting, and video, attesting time’s elasticity and the
double-bind of dismantling and tracing one’s history
and one’s life through objects.

Nancy Brooks Brody (b. 1962, lives
and works in New York) has been in
numerous solo exhibitions; and group
exhibitions include Contemporary
Arts Center, Cincinnati (2019); Beeler
Gallery at Columbus College of Art &
Design, Columbus(2018); Fondation
d’Entreprise Ricard, Paris (2018);
New Museum, New York (2017–18);
Leslie-Lohman Museum, New York
(2017); Greater New York, MoMA PS1,
New York (2015); Frac HauteNormandie, France (2015); and
Baxter St / The Camera Club of New
York (2015). Her first group exhibition
was at Club 57, New York, curated
by Keith Haring (1980). Her work
is in the collections of the Museum
of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles;
Frac Haute-Normandie; Fonds
National d’Art Contemporain, Paris;
and Centre Pompidou, Paris. In
2015, she co-curated (with Jonathan
Berger) David Nelson at 80WSE
Gallery, New York University.

Joy Episalla (b. 1957, lives and works
in New York) has had solo exhibitions
and projects at International Center
of Photography, New York (2016);
Participant, Inc., New York (2015);
and Mercer Union, Toronto (2000).
Her work has been included in group
exhibitions at Fondation d’Entreprise
Ricard, Paris (2018); Beeler Gallery
at Columbus College of Art & Design
(2018); Bronx Museum of the Arts,
New York (2016); Greater New York,
MoMA PS1, New York (2015); Baxter
St / Camera Club of New York (2015);
Brooklyn Museum (2012); Artists
Space, New York (2006); Wexner
Center for the Arts, Columbus, Ohio
(2005); Aldrich Museum, Ridgefield,
Connecticut (2002); White Columns,
New York (1994, 1997, 2010); AlbrightKnox Gallery, Buffalo (1998); and the
Victoria & Albert Museum, London
(1996). Episalla is the recipient of
a 2003 Louis Comfort Tiffany Award
and her work is included in the
collections of Baltimore Museum of
Art; Albright-Knox Art Gallery;
Memphis Brooks Museum of Art;
the Victoria & Albert Museum; and
Centre Pompidou, Paris.

ZOE LEONARD

Zoe Leonard’s photography and sculpture explore
the politics, limits, and contradictions of perception
and documentation. In her series Sun Photographs
(beginning in 2010), Leonard works against photography’s basic rule by pointing the camera directly at the
sun. Each image, titled with the date and its frame
number, situates itself as a moment in time and part
of a continuum. The interplay between scale, tone and
intensity of light in these prints creates a vibrational
force that blurs the boundaries between center and
periphery, here and there.

The social, political, and subjective act of surveying
extends to In the Wake (2016), in which Leonard photographed post–World War II family snapshots that
document a decade of statelessness. Shot with multiple
cameras, from medium format and 35mm film
cameras to her cell phone, Leonard disrupts, interrupts, and fragments our reading of this photographic
archive through repetition, glare, paper curl, and
fracture, pushing us toward an understanding of statelessness as both a political and psychological condition.
CARRIE YAMAOKA

A quiet resistance pulses through Carrie Yamaoka’s
work in photography, painting, and sculpture.
Archipelagoes (1991–94/2019) uses chemically altered
gelatin silver prints to map a brutal landscape of
detention, quarantine, incarceration, and internment
in recent history. Operating as image and text, the
abécédaire moves among dulcet-sounding sites, punctuated by interruptions and voids. At ICA, a digitally
produced edition is updated with new sites that speak
to our urgent political present.
Since the mid-1990s, Yamaoka has investigated the
capacity of paintings to foreground instability and
subjectivity. Her rule-breaking strategies embrace
accident and dislodge binaries such as improvisation/
intention, methodology/intuition, and surface/depth.
Surfaces absorb, reflect, conform to, but also repel
and distort their surroundings. In 36 by 36 (clear #2)
(2010), defects in the mylar surface reflect the viewer
as a fleeting double self.

Zoe Leonard (b. 1961, lives and works
in New York) has had solo exhibitions
at the Museum of Contemporary Art,
Los Angeles (2018–19); Whitney
Museum of American Art, New York
(2018); Museum of Modern Art,
New York (2015); Chinati Foundation,
Marfa, Texas (2013–14); Camden
Arts Centre, London (2012); Museum
Moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig
Wien, Vienna (2009); Pinakothek der
Moderne, Munich (2009); Reina
Sofía, Madrid (2008), Dia:Beacon,
Beacon, New York (2008); Wexner
Center for the Arts, Columbus, Ohio
(2007); Fotomuseum Winterthur,
Switzerland (2007); Philadelphia
Museum of Art (1998); Kunsthalle
Basel, Switzerland (1997); Secession,
Vienna (1997), and The Renaissance
Society, Chicago (1993). Group
exhibitions include Beeler Gallery at
Columbus College of Art & Design
(2018); Documenta IX (1992) and XII
(2007) and the Whitney Biennial
(1993, 1997, and 2014).

Carrie Yamaoka (b. 1957, lives and
works in New York) has had solo
exhibitions at Henry Art Gallery,
University of Washington, Seattle
(2019); Robeson Art Gallery, Rutgers
University, New Brunswick, NJ
(2000); and Swarthmore College, PA
(1990). She has participated in
numerous group exhibitions, including at the Fondation d’Entreprise
Ricard, Paris (2018); Beeler Gallery at
Columbus College of Art & Design
(2018); Greater New York, MoMA PS1,
New York (2015); Baxter St / The
Camera Club of New York (2015);
Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo
(2009); La MaMa La Galleria, New
York (2008); Artists Space, New York
(2006); Wexner Center for the Arts,
Columbus, OH (2005); Mass MoCA,
North Adams, MA (2002); and
Victoria & Albert Museum, London
(1996). Her work is included in the
collections of the Albright-Knox Art
Gallery; Victoria & Albert Museum;
and Centre Pompidou, Paris. Yamaoka
has received the Anonymous Was
a Woman Award (2017) and a
Guggenheim Fellowship (2019).

#fiercepussyamplified

ARMS ACHE AVID AEON: NANCY BROOKS BRODY / JOY EPISALLA /
ZOE LEONARD / CARRIE YAMAOKA: FIERCE PUSSY AMPLIFIED

arms ache avid aeon: Nancy Brooks Brody / Joy Episalla / Zoe Leonard / Carrie
Yamaoka: fierce pussy amplified is organized by Beeler Gallery at Columbus College
of Art & Design’s Director of Exhibitions Jo-ey Tang, Associate Director of Exhibitions
Ian Ruffino, and Registrar Marla Roddy. arms ache avid aeon: fierce pussy amplified
is additionally supported by Stonewall Columbus and Denison University. Support
for arms ache avid aeon: Nancy Brooks Brody / Joy Episalla / Zoe Leonard / Carrie
Yamaoka: fierce pussy amplified programming has been provided by the Sachs
Contemporary Art Fund and the Sachs Program for Arts Innovation. Additional support
has been provided by Norma & Lawrence Reichlin, and by Susan J. Weiler.
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is provided, in part, by the Philadelphia Cultural Fund. ICA receives state arts funding
support through a grant from the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, a state agency
funded by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the National Endowment for the
Arts, a federal agency.
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arms ache avid aeon: Nancy Brooks Brody / Joy Episalla / Zoe Leonard / Carrie
Yamaoka: fierce pussy amplified draws upon the collective power and diverse individual practices of the original core members of the queer art collective fierce pussy.
Their works challenge boundaries of photography, video, painting, and sculpture,
and activate forms of resistance through abstraction and by investigating the limits of
perception and materials. Selections of each artist’s work from the late 1980s to the
present are being installed in chapters. Chapters one to four were shown at Beeler
Gallery at Columbus College of Art & Design. Chapter five, at ICA, contains a new set
of artworks, continuing to challenge protocols of the exhibition format as the artists
attune to the transit of time and space as materiality.

The title arms ache avid aeon is taken from Yamaoka’s A is for Angel (1991), which
features words gathered from typewriter correction ribbons the artist collected from
friends. By making visible erasures put upon our daily lives, culture, and society,
this work stands as a fortifying paean to resistance and intimacy, through grief, desire,
hope, and time.
arms ache avid aeon: Nancy Brooks Brody / Joy Episalla / Zoe Leonard / Carrie
Yamaoka: fierce pussy amplified is a project conceived by Jo-ey Tang, Director of
Exhibitions, Beeler Gallery at Columbus College of Art & Design, with the artists, and
co-organized with Associate Director of Exhibitions Ian Ruffino and Registrar Marla
Roddy. The presentation at the ICA is organized by Anthony Elms, Daniel and Brett
Sundheim Chief Curator.

FIERCE PUSSY

fierce pussy, formed in New York in 1991 through its
members’ immersion in AIDS activism and political
mobilization around gay rights, brought lesbian identity
and visibility into the streets. Low-tech and low-budget,
the collective responded to the urgency of those years,
using readily available resources such as old typewriters, found photographs, their own baby pictures, and
the printing supplies and equipment accessible in their
day jobs. Originally composed of a fluid and often shifting cadre of members, fierce pussy now consists of four
original members who continue to work together.

FAR LEFT: Nancy Brooks Brody, Platforms, 2000. Leather shoes, resin, synthetic carpet, carpet padding, plywood, pine wood joist, concrete, and dirt. Courtesy of the artist. Photo: Luke Stettner. Courtesy of Beeler Gallery
at Columbus College of Art & Design. LEFT, ABOVE: Zoe Leonard, New York Harbor I, 2016. Two gelatin silver
prints, 27 × 17 ⅕ in / 53.3 × 43.5 cm. © Zoe Leonard, Courtesy of the artist, Hauser & Wirth and Galerie Gisela
Capitain, Cologne. Photo: Stephen Takacs. Courtesy of Beeler Gallery at Columbus College of Art & Design.
LEFT, BELOW: Joy Episalla, skins 1–5, 2001–2018. Cotton, Dimensions variable. Photo: Stephen Takacs. Courtesy
of Beeler Gallery at Columbus College of Art & Design.

fierce pussy projects have included
wheat-pasting posters on the street,
renaming New York streets after
prominent lesbian heroines, redesigning the restroom at an LGBT
community center, printing and
distributing stickers and T-shirts,
a greeting-card campaign, a video
PSA, and, more recently, installations and exhibitions in galleries and
museums. fierce pussy has been
included in group exhibitions at
MoMA PS1, New York (2015) and
Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts
at Harvard University, Cambridge,
MA (2009), and had a group retrospective at Printed Matter, New York
(2008), as well as AND SO ARE YOU,
a project for Queer Power: the yearlong facade installation at the LeslieLohman Museum, New York.

FRONT: Carrie Yamaoka, A is for Angel, 1991. Letraset and rubber cement on vellum, 17 × 14 in framed (detail).
INSIDE: fierce pussy, Original Typewritten List, 1991, typewritten list from fierce pussy’s first meeting that
became the source to generate posters, 11 × 8 ½ in. Photos: Stephen Takacs. Courtesy of Beeler Gallery at
Columbus College of Art & Design.

